
SafeDNS provides web filtering and information security solutions that filter the internet at the DNS layer with AI-powered technology such as 
automatic categorization of domains and malicious resources detection. 
The core of SafeDNS is in the cloud, and connecting to it requires no hardware and software. 


The SafeDNS solutions provide corporate customers — from non-profit to SMB to enterprises — with a highly effective tool to defend 
themselves against malware, manage web access, monitor and control online activity. Now SafeDNS products and cloud services are used 
wolrdwide by hotspots with our solutions. 


How we can help to achive your business goals:

Block threats At the DNS Level Achieve compliance

Monitor your traffic Increase Staff effisiency

Create a Safe Enieroment Add a first layer of protection

AI-powered Filtering 
Technology


Machine learning and big data 
are used to automatically 
categorize internet resources 
and detect malicious ones 100 
hours before a user even tries 
to reach them.  


We offer 61 categories to 
customize traffic for every 
industry’s needs.

SafeDNS offers the best way to 
be compliant with CIPA’s and 
IWF’s regulations


You can easily filter out porn 
and child abuse content on 
your Wi-Fi. SafeDNS has two 
filtering categories entirely  
dedicated to child sexual abuse 
material - block them to make 
sure Wi-Fi guests never access 
such heinous resources. Since 
2015, SafeDNS service has 
blocked near-perfect 98,5% of 
requests to adult content during 
its testing by AV-comparatives, 
a world-famous test lab. 


Processing over 1 billion DNS 
requests each day 
via the SafeDNS filtering 
service 


Categorizing 400K websites 
per day


Daily updates to Database

Check out internet usage stats regularly to know how your Wi-Fi 
guests use the internet. They may provide you with useful 
information for better ad targetting. 

Restrict internet access on your staff’s devices and improve their 
productivity. You can block time-killer websites to increase 
productivity. 


Check detailed filtering stats and reports to keep an eye on the 
online activity on your Wi-Fi. 


Get internet access for Wi-fi 
guests under your full control.


Allow visitors and patrons to 
access only appropriate and 
relevant sites, complying with 
your organization’s values. 


block internet traffic gobblers 
to save bandwith.


Create filtering policies per 
location, preventing users from 
visiting unwanted resources. 
With SafeDNS, there’s little 
chance you will have to face 
public Wi-Fi policy breaches.


Protection against malicious 
and phishing resources to 
create a safe web environment 
for your entire guest networks 
from emerging and long-
existing cyber threats - botnets, 
phishing and malicious sites. Let 
no malware infiltrate your 
wireless networks.

for Wi-Fi hotspots

sales@safedns.com

White Labeling for you to brand our solutions as though

they were engineered by you

Free 24/7 support for all clients via live chat, phone and email

Remote controlCompliance with government regulations Get more granular filtering

with SafeDNS AppBlocker

Family-friendly


